Introduction
• Provides an API to PanDA Server to retrieve proxies • Simple mechanism to reduce the load on MyProxy • Cronjob runs every 10 mins, gets 'active' users and uses the cache to check for proxies and their validity • If proxy is there, it checks its validity and if valid for less than 3 days, it renews it. If not in the cache, it retrieves a plain proxy from MyProxy and adds ATLAS VOMS attributes with a validity of 4 days
Proxy Cache
• Call to get a job from PanDA server returns the proxy along with the job if the gLExec flag is set for that site • If flag is set, jobs will run under a gLExec sandbox. If not set, the pilot will work in normal mode without gLExec • Pings gLExec infrastructure to check if it is OK (with a retry mechanism). If it is not OK, it falls back to the normal mode • If the user's proxy is not provided the pilot can still run in gLExec mode by using the proxy that has started the pilot • Switches back to the original environment when job finishes  This allows the site infrastructure to be tested  Not all users have to upload their proxy before the site can be used with gLExec
PanDA Pilot
• Easy to set up a new gLExec queue or change an existing one by setting the gLExec flag in AGIS [2] to 'True' or 'test'
Setting up gLExec queues Deployment Campaign
 The development work and the deployment campaign have been a big success so far as more than half of the ATLAS analysis sites were covered without affecting normal ATLAS activities thanks to the flexibility of the implemented system  Ongoing effort that will be handed over to ATLAS Distributed
Computing Operations eventually  Some minor issues with specific sites are under investigation 
